Is insurance for trailers something that’s missing for your policy?
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A West Midlands insurance provider is urging trailer owners to have a good read through their current
policies to see if insurance for trailers is automatically included, because they believe that you could
be in for something of a shock.
Dudley based Trailer Insurance are the number one UK company who specialise in insurance for trailers and
they believe that many thousands of drivers are simply oblivious to the fact that their pride and joy is
not covered at all by the standard policy that they believed was providing them with that all important
cover. They are keen to see people check it out as a company representative from Trailer Insurance
explains:
"It does seem a bit silly that trailers are not covered but the sad fact is that the vast majority of
policies are unlikely to provide trailer insurance (http://www.trailerinsurance.co.uk) at all, and that
could mean many thousands of people driving around in the UK every single day without cover for a very
expensive piece of motoring equipment. If you thought you were covered for loss or damage to your
trailer, read your policy. You may not be too happy."
Whilst some trailers are only very occasionally used by some people and may not have significant value,
that is certainly not the case for the majority. Many people use trailers for leisure pursuits and invest
significant sums in buying the perfect trailer for their hobbies, whilst for others, a trailer may form
an essential part of their business for carrying tools, equipment or stock. It may well be that for these
business people, no trailer means no work. And with insurance for trailers on their policy, replacing
that trailer (and any lost or damaged goods contained or on the trailer at the time) could prove to be a
costly business. Avoiding this situation can be simple, according to the representative from Trailer
Insurance.
"Even where your policy does include insurance for trailers, the chances are that it is very restrictive.
Trailer Insurance on the other hand provide a service that is specifically geared to cover trailers and
cover for the things that you really need like accidental damage, replacement hire cover and European
trailer use. In short we make sure that loss or damage to your trailer does not result in a financial or
work disaster!"
If you think insurance for trailers is missing from your standard policy then take action by visiting the
Trailer Insurance website at www.trailerinsurance.co.uk.
For quotes contact Ian Derbyshire at business@insuranceprotector.co.uk
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